Survillion with any questions or concerns and to request an
application. The application deadline is Sunday, March 1st. Contact Theresa
Applicants for the peer tutor positions must be:
completely new and innovative ideas, and the ability to
in the spring. Aggies Invent will focus on solving challenges to make the Internet of Things
come alive. We are accepting applications until February 22nd and will notify participants by February 27th. If you are interested to be
a part of this exciting event, don't wait
Invent will focus on solving challenges to make the Internet of Things
that will challenge you to unleash all of your creativity to build
prototyping lab for 48 hours. This is an intensive weekend build fest
efforts to promote innovation and entrepreneurial mindsets among
is a series of events throughout the year and it is part of the college
Aggies Invent program last summer with huge success. Aggies Invent
Contact at: barn@homeranch.com
experience is required. A key part of every employee's job is to serve
and repair, fencing and fence repair, corral maintenance, barn and
some veterinary work and feeding. Other duties include tack upkeep
according to the principles of western horsemanship. Care for 80
mount riders, lead guest trail rides, and offer riding instruction
We are looking for quality applicants with agricultural and ranching
Student Employment Opportunity
The Department of Horticultural Sciences is hosting a PHOTO
Contest! If you know of any current Texas A&M students that have
photos for that purpose. Any current participating students will have the
photo evaluated in the Spring 2015 Aggies Invent career challenge.
Follow the Department